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Full Control Networks are a leading independent provider of network products and services, trading in the UK for 20 

years and dedicated to helping customers get more from their networks.   

Network Audits  
It’s impossible to manage a network that you don’t know inside out. Whether 
your documentation is out of date or new technologies such as VLANs are 
making your visibility more difficult, either way Full Control Networks can 
provide you with a full report of what’s connected and how it’s configured. 
 
Network Performance Testing 
Whether “the network” is under blame or you need performance data for 
your switches, WAN links or an application, we can provide meaningful data. 
Reports on how busy or efficient the network is, end user response times 
(including hosted Apps), bandwidth stats, with recommendations for 
improving performance and advice on the impact of future plans. 
 
Wireless Network Services 
Planning: Creation of predictive coverage maps with location of APs. 
Surveying: Perform a live survey reporting on signal levels, black spots & 
interference plus recommendations for optimal speed and coverage. 
Project Support: Installing a brand new wireless network is an expensive and 
time consuming exercise. Our wireless experts can help you spec your tender 
requirements and aid evaluation of the options/ responses to ensure you get 
the best solution for your needs and budget. 
 
Managed Services - network performance monitoring 

It takes time & resource to implement a new product, and if you’re not 
tracking the right data or keeping on top of the results then the 
investment is quickly wasted. We’ll install our kit/or take over yours, 
remotely configure/monitor and feed back to you with the data and our 
analysis of the results. 
 
Product & Network Technology Training  
The focus is return on investment, ensuring your team learn not only the 
product’s full range of tests and features but also how to interpret the results. 
 

 
Full Control offer: 
• Independence – Autonomous with no links to active network component suppliers, Full Control are uniquely 

independent.  We run the tests, gather the facts and provide impartial recommendations on the data found. 
• Knowledge – Our strong industry links, regular experience of diverse networks and involvement in countless 

different network performance issues safeguards the quality of our work and our expert advice. 
• Tools – With a broad spectrum of the latest network test and performance tools at our fingertips, we always 

have the right kit for each job, thus ensuring our efficiency and level of accuracy.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

“Having worked with Full Control Networks for many years 

we value their independent advice and trust their 

recommendations for our networks’ future” University of 

Huddersfield 

“Full Control were contracted to evaluate our current 

wireless for unified communications and make 

recommendations for the future. We were very pleased 

with the report and effort exerted.” BBC Worldwide 


